The mythological story of the Golden Fleece symbolizes the magical regenerative power of skin appendages. Similar to the adventurous pursuit of the Golden Fleece by the multi-talented Argonauts, today we also need an integrated multi-disciplined approach to understand the cellular and molecular processes during development, regeneration and evolution of skin appendages. To this end, we have explored several aspects of skin appendage biology that contribute to the Turing activator/inhibitor model in feather pattern formation, the topo-biological arrangement of stem cells in organ shape determination, the macro-environmental regulation of stem cells in regenerative hair waves, and potential novel molecular pathways in the morphological evolution of feathers.
Introduction
In Greek mythology, Jason launches a journey to pursue the Golden Fleece. The Golden Fleece symbolizes rejuvenation power. In the story, nine headed dragons regenerate their heads instantly when they are severed from the body of the beast. Dragon teeth give rise to warriors when placed in contact with the right soil. In these early days of human civilization, the human mind must have been awed by the robust regenerative power of some ectodermal organ appendages. They could not understand how regeneration occurs and used myths to tell adventurous stories based in part on their observations. In the story, Jason assembled a multi-disciplined, multi-talented team of Argonauts that managed to overcome overwhelming odds to successfully obtain the Golden Fleece. Today, to search for the fundamental principles of morphogenesis and the regenerative power of skin appendages, we will still need to take a multi-disciplined, integrative biological approach.
A concept animal with different types of (non-neural) ectodermal organs is shown in Fig. 1A . There are hairs, feathers, teeth, horns, nails, salivary glands, sweat glands, mammary glands, etc. During development, different ectodermal organs share the same developmental origin but become different types of ectodermal organs through interactions between the epithelia and mesenchyme (Fig. 1B) . 1 Since the integument forms the interface between the body and its external environment, these ectodermal organs have to endure frequent wear and tear and therefore evolved robust healing and regenerative powers. Different modes of regeneration are utilized by different ectodermal organs. Skin epidermis undergoes continuous renewal. Mammary glands undergo involution and growth phases. Hair and feathers are unique in that they undergo cyclic regeneration of the major portion of each organ under physiological conditions. During shedding or molting, the 'older' hairs or feathers are shed. Upon initiation of regeneration, the dermal papilla interacts with stem cells and new hairs or feathers (mini-organs) are re-made. Some interesting insights can be gained by comparing apparently different skin appendages. For example, feathers and mammary glands appear to be unrelated organs. Yet a comparison showed that both are ectodermal organs, regulated by sex hormones and each plays a key role in the evolution of the Aves and Mammalia classes, respectively. 2 Transdifferentiation of ectodermal organ phenotypes also has been found by tilting the balance of molecular pathways. For example, when BMP activity is reduced in the epithelialmesenchymal interface in K14 noggin mice, sweat glands and meibomian glands are converted into hairs 3 and nipples are also converted into hair-bearing epidermis. 4 Skin appendages are ideal models to help answer many fundamental biological issues. These are listed in Fig. 1D . Skin appendages are excellent experimental models because they are at the body surface, accessible to experimentation, and easy to observe. They develop relatively late in embryonic development, and undergo physiological regeneration even in adult life. Because there are many skin appendages on one organism, alterations are less likely to be lethal, allowing more opportunities for perturbation. Grasping this opportunity, we use skin appendages as a Rosetta stone to understand the principles of morphogenesis. We have employed a multi-disciplinary approach using feather and hair models.
This integrative biology approach has been fruitful and we have gained new understanding with significance beyond skin appendage biology. The following are some examples of what we have done.
Periodic patterning is a fundamental process in biological development. 5 Since the mammalian coat and bird plumages are composed of a population of mini-organs, new properties emerge such as pattern formation (the arrangement, size and number of single skin appendages). We have made progress in applying the Turing reaction-diffusion model to study pattern formation of skin appendage primordia. 6 This model has been widely applied to understanding the acquisition of selforganizing, repeated patterns in biological systems. In the Turing model, activators promote while inhibitors block the formation of an organ. Activators and inhibitors are released from the same source. Activators favor the synthesis and release of both activators and inhibitors. Inhibitors suppress the synthesis and release of activators. The model predicts that activators have a locally high effective concentration near their source of release while inhibitors diffuse further and have a higher effective concentration at a distance from the source. 7, 8 Cells then migrate toward regions where the effective activator concentration is higher than the effective inhibitor concentration, thus enabling the formation of periodic patterns in biological systems. 9 We studied how stem cells are patterned during feather induction. 10 Since the timing of induction in hair and feather placodes occurs relatively late, it allows us to study the pattern determination process from the initial homogenous state. Using tissue reconstitution of feather buds from dissociated cells, we have a system in which the patterning process starts from undetermined epidermal and dermal cells. 11 We and others showed that growth factors (FGF/BMP/Wnt) and their inhibitors (i.e., Sprouty/Noggin/DKK) fulfill the definition of activators/inhibitors in feathers and hairs, respectively. 6, 12, 13 Growth factors are secreted peptides that bind to specific receptors. This in turn signals through independent mechanisms to elicit changes in cell behavior. For example, FGFs are a family of growth factors which bind to FGF receptors. FGF receptors contain a tyrosine kinase domain. Binding of the ligand to the receptor can establish a phosphorylation cascade to affect several aspects of cell behavior (proliferation, differentiation, etc. in different cellular contexts. 14 BMPs are another family of growth factors which bind to BMP receptors. They were initially identified in bone but have been found since in all types of tissues. BMP receptors have serine/ threonine kinase domains. Upon binding of BMP ligands to
Insight, innovation, integration
Insightful: We pursue a system biology understanding of ectodermal organs from the molecular level, cellular level, organ, organism, and evolutionary level. We have found common ground between diverse ectodermal organs. We have developed new concepts in topobiology, periodic patterning, and macro-environmental regulation of stem cells. Innovative: We use novel imaging techniques to study their receptors, SMAD proteins (1, 5, 8 and the co-SMAD 4) are phosphorylated. SMAD 4 then translocates into the nucleus and activates downstream transcription. 15 Wnts are a family of growth factors which bind to Frizzled receptors. This can lead to a stabilization of -catenin within the cell.
b-catenin is then free to move into the nucleus and in conjunction with Lefs/Tcfs promote downstream transcription. 16 To fully understand how the homogeneous stem cells are patterned into bud and interbud regions, and how changes in the activator/inhibitor ratios can alter the pattern configuration from spots to stripes, in collaboration with Dr Philip Maini's group, we devised a computer simulation model that nicely recapitulates this process. 9 These suggest that during periodic patterning, the epidermis initially forms a homogenous feather field in which every cell is equally competent to form feather buds. Mesenchymal cells migrate and sort themselves following principles including the Turing reaction-diffusion mechanism. The chemical patterns thus are consolidated into dermal condensation patterns. In response to the dermal signals, the b-catenin positive, homogenous stem cells in the feather field (basal states) respond to form placodes (state A) with certain sizes, shapes, numbers and inter-bud spacing (state B). 17 In the spirit of a multi-disciplined approach, we collaborated with robotics engineers who needed to develop algorithms for the team behavior of swarming robots. We treated each robot in a robot team as a stem cell, and developed a ''digital hormone'' model. This permitted robot teams to self-organize into certain configurations depending on environmental obstacles that they may encounter. 18 These studies developed leads toward the regenerative patterning of swarming robots. 19 We next explored possible mechanisms of how individual organs are shaped. The feather model is ideal here because feathers in the adult bird show distinct morphologies to serve different functions in different body regions. These include thermo-regulation (downy in the trunk), communication (contour and tail feathers), and flight (wing feathers) ( Fig. 1C and 8B) . We found the shape is based on the topological configuration of feather stem cells. Feather stem cells are configured as a ring at the bottom of the follicle. 10 Interestingly, this ring is horizontally positioned in radially symmetric feathers, but tilted toward the anterior (rachis) end of bilaterally symmetric feathers. We hypothesize this topological difference leads to the break of symmetry as stem cells progress from transient amplifying cells to differentiated cells (Fig. 1C) . 20 We then found that there is an anterior-posterior Wnt 3a gradient in the bilaterally symmetric feathers, but not the radially symmetric feathers. By modulating the activity ratio of morphogenesis related molecules (BMP, Wnt 3a, etc.) at different times during the growth phase, different feather morphologies can be shaped along the proximal distal axis of the feather shaft. 21, 22 Thus feather morphogenesis is determined by micro-environmental (within the follicle) regulation of the stem cell topology. We further explored this interaction through the chimeric recombination of dermal papillae transplanted between wing/body feather follicles. Interestingly, the chimeric feathers show that their new phenotypes are dictated by the origin of the dermal papilla. 22 Another new property that emerges from a population of organs is the coordination of timing in regeneration. It has been known that a single hair follicle goes through regenerative hair cycling continuously during adult life, 23 but whether the thousands of hair follicles on one individual cycle randomly, simultaneously, or in coordination is not known. In mice, we observed hair regeneration propagates in waves. Boundaries form because there are refractory regions where the wave cannot pass. We show that intra-follicular Wnt signaling goes up and down, in synchrony with hair cycling. Yet, extrinsic to hair follicles, there is another cyclic molecular change; the oscillation of dermal Bmp signaling, which is asynchronous with hair cycling. 24 The interactions of these two rhythms lead to the recognition of refractory and competent phases in telogen, and autonomous and propagating phases in anagen. Boundaries form when propagating anagen waves reach follicles which are in refractory telogen. 25 Further, we found hair waves are reset during pregnancy, implying a systemic level of regulation by macro-environmental factors. 24 The unexpected link with Bmp2 expression in subcutaneous adipocytes has implications for systems biology and Evo-Devo. Thus, there is a macro-environmental regulation of hair stem cell activities by factors elicited from the surrounding dermis, neighboring follicles, systemic hormones, and external environments (Fig. 8C) . 25 The macro-environmental factors serve as a bridge between stem cells and the real external environment.
These studies demonstrate that many biological issues in skin appendages are achieved by modulating epithelial stem cell activity with different hierarchical levels of environmental control. This process is modulated from the adjacent dermal papilla, surrounding dermis, and/or systemic physiological conditions. In this regard, Dr Bissell's pioneering work has served as an inspiration. Twenty five years ago, using RSV tumor virus as a tool, Dr Bissell probed the nature of interactions between viral oncogenic activity and the environment. She demonstrated that the embryonic environment restricts the sarcoma forming ability of src. 26 Later she further showed that this ability is due to cell types; only endothelial cells could become neoplastic. 27 Others have also demonstrated that growth factors, extracellular matrix and proteolytic enzymes present within the stroma are critical for tumorigenesis. Dr Mintz preimmunized female host mice against the syngeneic male melanotic skin grafts. Subsequent transplants of male skin grafts were delayed in forming tumors. These cells could develop tumors faster when subsequently transplanted to control, non-immunized hosts. 28 They interpret the delay as being due to the destruction of the donor male stroma and replacement by the host. The increased growth rate recovered melanotic tumor cells were transplanted was attributed to selection of a faster growing population. Dr Werb has added major contributions on the role of tumor-stromal interactions in mammary gland development and breast cancer with a particular focus on the extracellular matrix and metalloproteinases. For example, her group found that estradiol can induce amphiregulin, 29 which is shed from the epithelium by the action of metalloproteinase and then communicates with the underlying stroma via the FGF Receptor. 30 Dr L. Coussens has examined the role of the immune response and inflammation on tumor formation. The basic concept is that chronic inflammation can promote tumor formation; however, some immune responses may promote while others may fight tumorigenesis. Cytokines, chemokines and mediators of immune response produced within the tumor environment mediate these responses. 31, 32 The role of mesenchymal-epithelial interactions in prostate development and disease has been shown by the Cunha group. Androgen signaling through the androgen receptor is essential for prostate development. Recombining epithelium and mesenchyme from wildtype mice and mice with testicular feminization he demonstrated that androgen binds its receptor in the mesenchyme. 33 His group later showed that embryonic rat mesenchyme could induce human prostate development from adult bladder epithelium. 34, 35 Furthermore, they showed that androgens plus estrogens could cause an immortalized human prostate cell line to form metastatic tumors when transplanted to a male nude mouse kidney capsule. 36 All together, these studies focus more on tumor-stroma interactions and oncogenesis (dys-regulated new growth), these profound observations serve as a reference for us who study the epithelial-mesenchymal interactions in regulated new growth during the development, maintenance and regeneration of organs. 37 More recently, Dr Bissell's work further demonstrates that normal mammary gland growth and breast cancer are under similar micro-and macroenvironmental regulation. 38, 39 Conceptually, this is gratifying as we have treated the mammary gland as one of the skin appendages ( Fig. 1) 1 and now we have come to appreciate similar principles by focusing on different ectodermal organs (mammary glands versus feathers) and different processes (tumorigenesis versus normal development).
Here we present a perspective on how the field has grown to where it is today. To continue the trend of an integrative biology approach, we search for the molecular basis that defines different ectodermal organ phenotypes, feather versus scales, and different types of feathers. We also are eager to visualize the real time processes that occur in the initial phase of periodic patterning of dermal condensations and epithelial placodes. We wish to describe our view of how current methodologies can be applied to skin biology for major advances in future research. We show examples of how these novel methodologies have redefined the classical phenomena at a higher level of resolution. While these data represent work in progress, they reveal unexpected complexity of processes regulating organ morphogenesis and the exciting new potential unraveled by integrative biological approaches. 40 
Results
Timing of commitment in epithelial-mesenchymal interactions during feather/scale formation Epithelial appendages are the product of epithelial-mesenchymal interactions. Tissue recombination experiments showed that in general, the dermis determines the phenotype of the epithelial appendage. 41, 42 Here we sought to evaluate these abilities by coupling classical tissue recombination experiments with microarray. Chicken dorsal skin epithelium interacts with its underlying mesenchyme to form feathers beginning at E7 (H&H stage 31), while metatarsal scale epithelium interacts with its mesenchyme to form scales beginning at E9 (H&H stage 35) which stabilize around E12 (H&H stage 38). To do this, we designed a set of experiments using E7 dorsal skin (normally feather region), E9, E11 (H&H stage 37) and E12 metatarsal skin (normally scale region). We separated the epithelium and mesenchyme and recombined them to cover interacting components at different ages (Fig. 2) . Different epithelia are positioned in different rows, and different dermis in different columns.
When E7 feather epithelium is combined with E7 feather mesenchyme, feathers form. However, when this epithelium is recombined with different stage scale mesenchyme (E9-E12), scales form to varying degrees. E11 scale mesenchyme had the highest capacity to induce scale formation from E7 epithelium, while both E9 and E12 scale mesenchyme are weaker in their inducing ability. These findings suggest that the inducing ability of the mesenchyme is transient (Fig. 2, 1st row) . Also, as animal develops, different inductive mesenchymal signals arise, forming diverse types of ectodermal organs.
In a reciprocal experimental design, when E7 feather dermis is recombined with different stage scale epithelium (Fig. 2, 1st column), feathers are produced with E9 scale epidermis, but this ability declines with advancing age of the scale epidermis. With E12, the chimeric feather/scale appendages are arranged in a scale pattern. With E11 scale epidermis, feather buds form, but are in scale pattern in the 3 rows around the midline which matures faster than the flanking regions. We also examined the inducing ability of scale dermis (E9-E12) to induce scale epithelium (E9-E12). It shows similar trends. Thus the competence of epidermis, i.e., the multi-potential ability of the epidermal progenitors, to respond to the inducing signal and become specific types of skin appendages is also transient, higher in the earlier stages of the epidermis. This ability is gradually restricted with developmental timing. We wondered what molecules might regulate competence vs. noncompetence in developing tissues. We also wondered what molecules might underlie regional specificity, in other words, why some regions develop in to feathers and others into scales.
In search of molecular pathways involved in tissue competence and regional specificity
To search for molecules involved in competence we chose to perform expression studies on competent E7 and non-competent at E9 feather forming skin. We previously had shown that differences in wing or body feathers were based on differences within the dermal papilla, while epidermal cells in the proximal follicle represent stem cells that can be modulated into different types of feathers. 22 To examine differences in regional specificity we compared the above results with results from competent E9 and non-competent E11 metatarsal scale forming regions as well as the proximal follicle epidermis and dermal papilla in adult wing, body and tail feather follicles. These time points were chosen based on the results from experiments described in Fig. 2 .
Microarray analysis. Embryonic and adult chicken tissues were micro-dissected, RNA was extracted and then probed onto GeneChip Chicken Genome Arrays (Affymetrix). Array Assist, Partek Genomic Suite, and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software were utilized to detect differential gene expression patterns and significant pathway enrichments. After preprocessing the data, the 55 tissue samples formed five groups according to principal component analysis (PCA) (Fig. S1A-D) . PCA predominantly grouped the samples according to age and tissue type; (1) adult epithelium from proximal feather follicle (small blue spheres), (2) adult mesenchyme, i.e., dermal papilla from feathers in different body regions, (small green spheres), (3) Integr. Biol., 2011, 3, 388-407 393 embryonic mesenchyme (large green spheres), and (5) embryonic tissue containing both epithelium and mesenchyme (large red spheres). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) supported the five PCA groups by demonstrating that most of the variance in the data set can be attributed to the factors of age and tissue type (Fig. S1E ).
Molecular differences of embryonic versus adult tissues. In order to gauge important molecular expression differences between embryonic and adult tissues, we looked at a time course experiment comparing epithelium or mesenchyme at different time points (Fig. S2) . Differential gene expression analysis detected numerous changes in gene expression. In the feather forming epithelium, EphA3 and Bmp3 are downregulated while Msx2 (muscle specific homeobox gene) and Wnt2B are up-regulated (Fig. S2A ). In the feather forming mesenchyme, Hoxa11 and PitX1 are down-regulated while WFIKKN2 and Sox9 are up-regulated (Fig. S2B) . Two dimensional hierarchical clustering based on the original 55 gene chips identified genes that were up-regulated in the adult tissues and down-regulated in embryonic tissues (Fig. S2C ). Entering these gene lists into IPA yielded a biological function chart. Tissue development, organ development and connective tissue development and function were statistically enriched in our data sets comparing embryonic to adult tissues (Fig. S2D ).
Molecular differences of tissues with different competence and inductive abilities to form feathers and scales. We wanted to know what changes in gene expression are associated with epithelial competency and mesenchymal induction capability (Fig. 3) . Based on the previous tissue recombination experiment, we compared E7 feather forming epithelium to E9 feather forming epithelium, and E9 scale forming epithelium to E11 scale forming epithelium ( Fig. 3A-E) . ANOVA identified numerous changes in gene expression. Up-regulating Fgf20, Frz10 and BmpR1b, while simultaneously down-regulating of SHH, Wnt11 and Krt 5 are associated with E7 feather epithelium formation (Fig. 3A) . Up-regulating TWIST1, TWIST2 and DACT, while simultaneously down-regulating of Dkk1, Msx2 and Fgf20 are associated with E9 scale epithelium formation (Fig. 3C) and WNT3 may play a role in modulating epithelial competency (Fig. 3D) . The systems biology approach identified putative biologically relevant molecular pathways. Genes that are shared between scale forming and feather forming epithelium in the Venn diagram (Fig. 3B ) are likely to be involved in promoting tissue competency in both the scale and feather epithelia. Entering the common gene list into IPA generated canonical pathways and networks that demonstrated how epithelial competency might be regulated and that b-catenin plays a key role (Fig. 3E) . The IPA pathway generation algorithm calculates the statistical significance of association between the genes and the canonical pathway by the Fisher's exact test resulting in a score P-value. 43 The mesenchymal tissues of E7 and E9 feather forming, as well as E9 and E11 scale forming were also compared (Fig. 3A 0 -E 0 ). According to the ANOVA performed, WNT9A, NKX-6.1 and IRX4 were up-regulated while EDAR, SOX18 and BMP6 were down-regulated in the feather forming mesenchyme (Fig. 3A 0 ). The scale forming mesenchyme exhibited an up-regulation of TAC1 and GPR37 while UNC5C, PITX2 and BMP6 were down-regulated (Fig. 3C 0 ). A Venn diagram demarcates gene lists that may be playing a role in feather or scale mesenchyme inducing ability. Two dimensional hierarchical clustering analysis suggested that SPON1 and MMP27 play a role in modulating mesenchyme inducing ability (Fig. 3D  0 ) . Entering the common gene list into IPA generated canonical pathways and networks that demonstrated how mesenchymal inducing capability might be regulated (Fig. 3E 0 ). In this case BMP pathway activity appears to play an important role.
Molecular differences of dermal papilla and proximal follicle epidermis in feathers from different body regions. In the adult chicken feather, we wanted to know what changes in gene expression associate with body feather, wing feather and tail feather regional specificity (Fig. 4) . We focused our attention on the adult feather epithelium. ANOVA identified HOXd4, F-Ker and FRZD6 as up-regulated and DKK3, FRZD10 and HOXa11 as down-regulated in the body feather when compared to the tail feather (Fig. 4A) . The ANOVA identified HOXd4, HOXa3 and KRT15 as up-regulated and HOXc8, FABP4 and BKJ as down-regulated in the body feather compared to the wing feather (Fig. 4C ). Most interestingly, two dimensional hierarchical clustering suggested that BKJ is specifically up-regulated only in the wing feather epithelium when compared to the tail and body feathers (Fig. 4D) .
We next looked at the feather dermal papillae (Fig. 4A 0 -D 0 ) because data from recombination experiments and the literature demonstrate that the mesenchyme determines what skin organ develops (Fig. 2) . 41 Using the body feather as the control or non-specialized feather, we compared body to wing feather dermal papillae gene expression patterns (Fig. 4C) . ANOVA identified numerous changes in gene expression. Up-regulating Hoxb3, Hoxb4 and PITX2, while simultaneously down-regulating of Hoxd11, Hoxd12 and PAX2 are associated with dermal papillae in the body region (Fig. 4A) . Two dimensional hierarchical clustering identified genes that were commonly up-regulated in the adult dermal papilla (Fig. 4D) .
We then used qPCR to validate a subset of 5 genes that showed significant differences in expression levels as determined by microarray (Table 1) . Our qPCR study confirmed that these genes were expressed to significantly different levels as a function of competence vs. determination or of regional specificity.
Next we compared gene lists derived from our microarray study on dermal papilla with those from mouse hair dermal papilla ( Table 2) . 44 We next compared a gene list derived from wing growth feather collar epithelium (the site of feather precursor cells) 10 with the gene list from hair bulge enriched genes (Table 3) . 45 We found many genes in common, highlighting their fundamental importance in these two skin appendages that evolved convergently. These molecules will be the target for future investigations.
Homeobox gene expression in developing chicken skin. Our microarray data suggest that homeobox genes show differential expression pattern from different skin regions (body vs. wing; body vs. tail). Hox proteins have been implicated in embryonic axial development and morphogenesis. 46 Their expression patterns help to establish spatial identity, such that the term Hox code was invoked. 47 Hoxc8, d9, d11 and d13 has been shown to be expressed in specific patterns in developing limb buds. 48 We rationalized that Hox expression in adults should be set during embryonic development before different tract regions were defined.
We performed whole mount in situ hybridization using two Hox genes in every cluster to examine the expression in H&H stage 26 (E5) and 29 (E6.5) chicken embryos (Fig. 5) . Sagittal sections and some cross sections were collected from the whole mount in situ hybridization samples. The feather placodes started to form in dorsal tract at E6.5. Our purpose is to examine the role of Hox genes in regional specificity leading to pteric versus apteric regions, short feather versus long feather regions, why feathers grow on the wing versus scale growth on the leg, etc. The results show some interesting regional differences. Overall, the body skin did not strictly follow the co-linear expression patterns with lower numbers of Hox genes in the anterior trunk or proximal limbs. This result is similar to that of Reid and Gaunt 49 which only studied sagittal sections.
We observed some hox genes at E6.5, such as Hoxa13 (Fig. 5B) and Hoxc8 (Fig. 5E ) expressed in the feather placode at the region which did not have expression at E5, suggested that these genes may take part in future feather morphogenesis. Some hox, such as Hoxb8, is absent at the future apteric View Article Online region (Fig. 5D, red arrow) suggesting it may play some role in regional specification. Currently, the data is limited at this stage and more work on hox gene expression patterns and functional studies are required to investigate their role in regional specification.
Visualizing cellular events during feather morphogenesis
The exciting aspect of using an integrative biology approach to study the morphogenesis of skin appendages is that it offers an opportunity to understand the clearly visible skin appendage phenotype from the level of molecules, cells, tissue interactions, all the way to organ shape. Heterotypic recombination defines the tissue interaction question, illustrating that organ phenotype is established by the epidermis and dermis together. Microarray analyses help us identify critical molecular signaling pathways involved in this process. Our current understanding of these processes is depicted in Fig. 6A . In order to understand the cellular events that lead to feather morphogenesis at a deeper level, we need to visualize cell movements in real time and observe specific interactions among cells during the process of skin morphogenesis. Here we apply several types of modern imaging technologies for this purpose.
Time-lapse videomicroscopy of cultured developing skin explants. Our first method uses visible light and low power videomicroscopy to observe changes in cell density and changes in feather formation which take place during early stages of feather formation. In this time lapse movie, E9 feather forming dorsal skin was grown for 17 h in a humidified culture chamber (Wafergen Smart Slide) at 37 1C. HEPES buffer (10 mM) was used to control the pH. Time-lapse video pictures of the explants were taken at 15 min intervals to assess cell movements and changes in cell density during feather bud development. Feathers start to develop along the midline of dorsal (back) skin about this time. The first visible signs of feather development both in vitro and in vivo are the appearance of dermal condensations, seen as dark circles on the skin. Subsequent rows of feathers develop bilaterally from the midline. The midline is to the left of the panel and the less developed feather buds are present at the lateral edges (to the right of the panel, Fig. 6B ). As the movie progresses, feather buds toward the lateral edge are being consolidated as those toward the midline elongate (ESI, moviez). The interbud cell density maintains a similar density across the whole field. Frames from this movie representing time 0 h (0%), 4.25 h (25%), 8.5 h (50%), 12.75 h (75%) and 17 h (100%) are shown ( Fig. 6B and movie in ESIz). While the still shots do not give one a sense of cell movement, they do show how feather Several genes shown to be up or down regulated by microarrays were chosen and qPCR was performed with the samples indicated. Hoxa10 is expressed in the epithelium and mesenchyme at E5 but only in the epithelium at E6.5. (B) Hoxa13, is expressed in the distal limb bud and tail region epithelium and mesenchyme at E5. However, feather placodes in the upper dorsal tract (insert 1) start to express Hoxa13 at E6.5 only in the epithelium. (C) Hoxb4 and (D) Hox b8 are expressed in the epithelium and dermis at E5 and E6.5. However, Hoxb4 expression extends more proximally than Hoxb8. At E6.5, there is a Hoxb8 negative region between the scapular and dorsal feather tract that extends posteriorly until the boundary between the femoral and dorsal tract (red arrow). The dashed line shows the plane of section shown in the inset. This non-Hoxb8 area may be related to the apteric regionof the chicken skin. (E) Hoxc8 expression is the same at E5 and E6.5. However, in region 1, Hoxc8 is expressed in the epidermis of feather placodes. This region did not have strong staining under the skin (compare to region 2). (F) Hoxc10 did not show a clear staining pattern in skin as compared to Hoxc8, but it can be found in the skin from the sagittal section at both E5 and E6.5. (G) Hoxd4 is weakly expressed in all dorsal epidermis at E5. Staining is stronger in the epithelium of bud and interbud regions at E6.5. (H) Hoxd12 is expressed in the distal and ventral limb bud but not in the skin at both E5 and E6.5. Black arrows indicate the intense expression region in the sample. Scale bar: 2 mm. ). This concept is based on current biochemical and functional perturbation data. However, the detailed cellular processes and tissue interactions remain to be elucidated. The microarray data earlier showed differences in molecular expression. The following imaging data give us a glimpse on the complexity of the cellular behavior and redefine this classical phenomenon. the skin as feathers begin to become periodically patterned and is highly suggestive of the complex cellular flow involved in feather formation although specific cell movements are not visible at this magnification.
Confocal microscopy. In order to study how cell shape plays a role in skin organ morphogenesis, we looked at b-catenin protein expression in immature and mature feather buds (Fig. 6C) . (A) In the immature feather bud the b-catenin protein expression is predominantly located at the cell surface rendering a pentagonal cell shape. The epithelial cells forming interbud and the feather bud have very similar shapes at this stage. (B) As the feather bud matures and elongates, the epithelial cells forming the feather bud alter their shape to become more oblong. However, the interbud cells maintain the same pentagonal shape similar to their immature state. These data show that the regions between feather buds are not in fact uniform. Rather, cells in specific regions become elongated while in others retain their pentagonal shape. In scales, the dynamic cellular shape changes and flow will follow a different pattern (not shown). These results suggest that complex and yet specific interactions, either within the epithelium and/or between the epithelulm and mesenchyme, remain to be solved.
Multiphoton microscopy to visualize 3D movement and extracellular matrix remodeling. Since organs develop in 3-dimensional space, we need a tool that provides a means to analyze these events. Conventionally, characterization of the temporal and spatial developmental events in feather morphogenesis relies on tissue sections from tissues of different developmental stages. Since the tissue of interest is prepared for histological examination, dynamic analysis of cell reorganization and extracellular remodeling within the same field of interest is hindered. In recent years, the minimally invasive imaging technology of multiphoton microscopy has gained popularity in skin research to probe the dynamic three-dimensional distribution and organization of cells and extracellular matrix [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Multiphoton microscopy utilizes infrared laser as light source and the excitation of fluorophores requires the simultaneous absorption of two or more photons of lower energy. 56, 57 For efficient multiphoton excitation, ultrashort femtosecond pulses with high peak power are required. In comparison with confocal microscopy and conventional fluorescence microscopy utilizing light in the visible light spectrum for excitation, the longer wavelength of the light source is advantageous in its lower phototoxicity and higher tissue penetration. Its high efficiency in exciting autofluorescence in biological specimens also renders it a unique ability to visualize cells and certain extracellular matrix without fluorescent labeling. 51, 52, 56, 58, 59 For example, cells can be visualized without staining by the autofluorescent NAD(P)H in the cytoplasm. In skin, keratin and elastic fibers also have unique fluorescent signatures that can help to identify specific cells and extracellular matrix networks. 56 Using the ultrashort femtosecond laser, a nonlinear polarization effect of second harmonic generation (SHG) can also be effectively achieved for imaging. 51, 58, 60 The interaction of incident light with biological structures of non-centrosymmetry, including collagen and myosin, can produce photons of exactly half the wavelength of the incident photons. Since SHG is a direct polarization effect without absorption of incident photons, there is no heat generated in the process and the photodamage to the targets of interest is minimized. Under the same incident laser, the autofluorescence wavelength is longer than the SHG. Hence, signals from autofluorescence and SHG can be easily spectrally separated for imaging. For example, autofluorescent elastic fibers and SHG-generating collagen fibers can be imaged at the same time by use of multiphoton microscopy. 55 Furthermore, since SHG is structurally sensitive, it can be used to analyze the structural transition and denaturation of collagen fibers under various physiological and pathological conditions. 56, 58, 59, 61, 62 We have employed multiphoton microscopy to analyze the dynamic cell rearrangements. In Fig. 7A and B, the embryonic skin specimen is labeled with the Hoechst nuclear dye and cultured as an explant. Serial en face mulitphoton images are taken from the surface down to the bottom and a threedimensional image can be reconstructed from the serial images. To differentiate cells at different depths and to facilitate single cell tracing, cells at depth from the epidermal surface (blue) to the bottom of the dermis (red) are graded by pseudocolor. Reconstituted three-dimensional images that were taken at various time points during explant culture allowed us to analyze the dynamics of cell rearrangements during feather morphogenesis. In Fig. 7B , we can see the trend of dermal cell movement toward the right and also toward the bottom of the dermis from time zero to 70 min. For easier analysis of three-dimensional cell movement, we can project the image to either X-Y, X-Z or Y-Z planes and calculate the cell movement vector on each plane. For example, the X-Y projection image of the depth-graded pseudocolor image allows us to trace single cell movement on the X-Y plane (Fig. 7A, right panel) .
Another strength of multiphoton microscopy is the ability to acquire autofluorescence and SHG signals simultaneously. 51, 52, 59 Since the cells are rich in autofluorescent cytoplasmic NAD(P)H and collagen fibers are an effective SHG generator, we can visualize dynamic three-dimensional changes of cell and collagen organization within the developing tissue. The nature and organization of the extracellular matrix is another macro-environmental factor that can influence cell behavior. In Fig. 7C , we use unlabeled embryonic chicken skin for multiphoton imaging. We found that the autofluorescence signals (green color) from the cytoplasm allow us to visualize both the epithelial and mesenchymal cells. From the epithelial surface down to 20 mm in depth, the epithelial cells have autofluorescent cytoplasm and the nuclei appear as halos since they lack NAD(P)H. Further down into the dermis, the dermal cells as well as the collagen networks can be seen. On E6, before dermal condensations appear there is no preferential distribution of collagen (Fig. 7C, upper panel) . Dot-like short collagen fibers are scattered in the dermis. On E7 when dermal condensates start to build up, there is preferential distribution of collagen in the interbud region and cell density is higher in the dermal condensate (Fig. 7C, lower panel) . The collagen fibers are longer and interwoven into connecting networks at this stage.
Discussion
Just as Jason and his Argonauts possessed different indispensible skills in their pursuit of the Golden Fleece, today's research science also requires a multi-disciplinary approach that is a hallmark of integrative biology. We have applied this approach to understand the intricate cellular and molecular interactions that lead to specific skin appendage formation. In this study we integrate data from many sources to paint a picture of feather morphogenesis based upon tissue interactions, and molecular profiling that may be behind the tissue interactions.
Microarray transcriptome analyses help identify candidate molecules, but we are still in search of the molecular basis of competency and regional specificity in feather development/ regeneration Microarray analyses allow investigators to examine the complete transcriptome from a small number of cells at certain The upper panel shows the images of E6 skin at different depths before dermal condensation formation. In E6, the dermal cells have an even cell distribution and there is scanty SHG signals from collagen (À88 and À124 mm). The epithelial cells can also be visualized with an autofluorescent cytoplasm and a nuclear halo (À8 and À20 mm). The lower panel shows the images of E7 skin at different depths when dermal condensates appear. In the lower power view of E7 skin, single cells cannot be delineated. The dermal condensates have higher autofluorescence due to the higher cell density and interbud area is rich in SHG signals from the collagen. The low power image clearly demonstrates the preferential cell and collagen distribution in the developing skin. Autofluorescence is green and second harmonic generation is red; bars: 100 mm. Published on 24 March 2011. Downloaded on 06/07/2013 05:39:32. cellular states. By analyzing transcriptomes from different cellular states, one may gain unbiased clues as to which genes and pathways may be involved either as the cause or the consequence cellular state changes. These cellular fates can change during normal development; tissues can obtain different fates in different body regions (Fig. 1B) , and normal fates can be trans-differentiated when different mesenchyme are imposed or molecular pathway activities are tilted. For example, rabbit cornea can be forced to form hairs 63 and chicken oral mucosa can be induced to form tooth like appendages. 64 It also has been possible to achieve this by modulating molecular pathway activities. Classical experiments demonstrated that retinoic acid can convert hair follicles into glands 65 in the mouse, and feather buds to form on chicken scales. 66 This scale -feather transforming ability is also observed in response to over-expression of delta, 67 a BMP dominant negative receptor 68 and b-catenin. 69 In mice, by enhancing noggin expression and reducing BMP 2, 4, 7 activities at the epithelialmesenchymal junction, we were able to convert sweat glands and sebaceous glands into hairs. 3 In these mice, nipples are also converted into hair forming epithelia. 4 Here we use two examples for microarray analyses: the first one is the determination of feather and scale fate, the second one is the determination of wing and body feathers.
Tissue recombination experiments demonstrated embryonic chicken skin epithelial competency is restricted to a specific time during feather bud morphogenesis (Fig. 3) . E9 feather forming epithelium and E11 scale forming epithelium responded poorly to inducing signals arising from the underlying mesenchyme. In order to discover which genes and their relevant pathways were modulating this competency, we integrated microarray analysis with tissue recombination experiments. The result was a comparison of transcriptomes between competent and non-competent tissues, E7 vs. E9 feather forming and E9 vs. E11 scale forming epithelia (Fig. 3) . We observed the classical genes involved in tissue development such at Fgf, Wnt pathway members (Dkk, Frz) and SHH. These were all differentially expressed during modulation of epithelial tissue competency. We also found some interesting putative players in the role of tissue competency. Msx2 was found to be significantly suppressed during scale epithelial tissue competency (Fig. 3A) . Further, Msx2 was found to be enriched in a network with Msx1, Bmp3 and Dkk (data not shown). Msx2 has been shown to be a downstream effector of the Bmp pathway 70 and Msx2 has been shown to work alongside Msx1 during tissue development. 71 The surprising interaction suggested by the network is Msx2 and Dkk (data not shown). Msx2 is known to activate the Wnt pathway during bone anabolsim, 72 and Msx2 is activated by the Wnt pathway during stem cell neural crest induction. 73 Our data suggests that Msx2 is also involved in epithelial tissue competency and may be working in concert with the Wnt pathway. There are many other candidate pathways. However, the analyses of these data also suffer from a lack of annotation of chicken genes even though efforts to re-annotate continue. 74 When more annotation data become available, we will revisit our database and deduce additional relevant pathways.
The mechanism of region specific gene expression has tantalized scientists for decades. The adult chicken provides a fantastic scientific model to explore this question. In the young chick, all feathers appear to be of the same downy type. Yet different morphologies of feathers can emerge from the same feather follicle in the adult (Fig. 8B) . To study the molecular mechanism of this process, we first want to know the transcriptome difference among feathers from different body regions. The flight feathers develop on the wings, the tail feathers develop on the tail, and contour feathers develop on the body. We applied microarray analysis to micro-dissected adult chicken feather tissues (Fig. 4A -C, A 0 -C 0 ). Two dimensional hierarchical clustering yielded some genes specific to the dermal papilla (Fig. 4D and D 0 ). They also yield some difference in Hox genes.
In the vertebrae and in the limb Hox genes were found to be expressed in a collinear pattern. 75, 76 This led to the concept that Hox codes specify skeletal identities. 77, 78 Based on this finding and our own observations in the skin, 78 we have proposed the ''Skin Hox code hypothesis'', 79 proposing that combinatorial Hox expression might be involved in determining skin specification (i.e., apteric or pteric, anterior or posterior, medial or lateral, scale or feather). In the developing skin and in the dermal papilla from wing and body feathers, we found some distinct Hox expression patterns and some that are region specific (Fig. 5) . Hoxb8 was not expressed at the apetric region at E6.5 suggesting that Hoxb8 may take part in the determining the pteric and apteric regions of the skin. As more research goes on, we can test our prediction that more hox genes are involved in this developmental process.
Dhouailly's group examined the expression of Hoxc8, d9, d11 and d13 in the dermis of developing limb and found some region specific expression patterns. 48 These are in general consistent with our finding. In cultured fibroblasts derived from different parts of the human body, microarray analysis shows specific HOX expression related to their topographic origin. 80, 81 Combined, these studies show there is region specific Hox expression in the skin. Complexity is added when we consider skin as being composed of epithelium and mesenchyme, and that it is a two dimensional plane, in contrast to the one dimensional spine or limb axis. Some Hox genes may also be involved in different functions such as growth control [82] [83] [84] or other molecules may have to work together to establish skin regional specificity. This complex issue will require further investigation.
Imaging technology revealed complex cellular flow and matrix organization in the developing skin explants Our molecular expression studies suggest that there are temporal and spatial differences which may guide cells toward specific locations and to specific cell fates. To trace cell movements we have turned to modern imaging technologies. The developing chicken skin explants are unique because the patterning events take place in flat skin composed of a single layer of epidermis and dermis which is about 10 cell layers thick. This unique system offers a wonderful opportunity to explore cell migration during organ (feather) morphogenesis.
We previously had addressed this issue using replication defective spleen necrosis virus to deliver beta-galactosidase to the developing skin and feather buds. 85 Based on still images we found that cells seemed to migrate from the midline across the dorsal feather tract. As feather buds formed they contained a mixture of labeled and unlabeled cells suggesting that feathers are derived from a multiple cell lineage. We also used DiI labeling to track the motility of cells in different regions within the feather bud and interbud. With DiI labeling, we examined the role of the p-ERK signaling pathway in cellular chemotaxis. 9 Suppression of p-ERK signaling with U0126
led to a more rapid dispersion of dermal cells and a loss of feather bud boundaries, leading to feather bud fusion. Here, we continued along this line of study using several imaging modalities to learn more about the roles of cell motility and changes of cell shapes during feather morphogenesis. If one were to try to imagine the rules of a football game from watching still images taken at different time points during a game, the task would be very difficult. However, by watching the players in action, it becomes more manageable. Similarly, understanding the dynamic process of tissue morphogenesis from fixed still images is difficult. By capturing the skin appendage morphogenetic events as a movie, it makes the whole process easier to comprehend. We used time-lapse video visible light microscopy to demonstrate the cell movements that are necessary to form the early feather buds. This enables us to begin to see patterns that may be crucial to proper organ formation. Do cells enter the forming buds from all directions or from specific directions? Once in the buds do they stay or can they leave? Do they stay at the base of the bud or do they migrate toward the distal tip? These questions will take some time to answer. Since feathers are made of epithelium and mesenchyme, the formation of epithelial placodes and dermal condensations are in different, albeit related, tissue layers. Along these lines we developed techniques to trace individual cell movements within the epidermis or dermis alone. This technical advance will help us view the relative mobility of cells located at different locations in the morphogenetic explants.
Feather buds, after all, are not as flat as a single layer. To capture these events we turned to confocal and multi-photon microscopy. Confocal microscopy allows a three dimensional reconstruction of tissues and their corresponding molecular expression patterns. Feather bud morphogenesis begins with a uniform field of epithelium overlying mesenchyme at E7. At this stage the epidermal cells are multi-potential, with an equal chance to become bud or interbud epidermis). 9, 11 Across this stem cell field, b-catenin expression in the epithelium is uniform and is located at each cell's membrane. The result is a pentagonal or hexagonal cell shape pattern (Fig. 6C) . As feather buds develop, the suprabasal layer expresses b-catenin on the lateral sides but not at the apical side of the cell. The basal layers have a more complex expression pattern with b-catenin expression at the cell membrane, in the cytoplasm, and in the nucleus (data not shown). In the patterning stage, b-catenin is localized to the membrane and thus can help us to visualize changes in cell shape. After H&H stage 31, explants are cultured for 3 days. During this growth period feather buds form and are starting to elongate. Clear distinctions can be seen between the shapes of cells in the interbud zone from those within the feather buds. The b-catenin expression pattern of the suprabasal layer near the base of the feather bud has changed from pentagonal to oblong and diamond shaped, with predominantly four sides (Fig. 6C) . This change in cell shape is integral to feather morphogenesis and may be caused by tensile forces. This tension probably derives from the upward growth of the feather bud pulling on the epithelium. These forces result in tension on each of these cells, causing the cells to become elongated and narrow. Conversely, the cells in the interbud region remain pentagonal in shape due to minimal forces acting on them.
Multiphoton microscopy allows for deep imaging without damaging the tissues to be characterized. Auto-fluorescence captured by mulitphoton microscopy enables us to discern differences in cell matrix, keratins and elastic fibers without a need for molecular staining or external illumination. We have shown that a reaction-diffusion mechanism is involved in determining the initial spacing and size of a dermal condensation. 9, 12 It has been shown that dermal cell proliferation stops for about 24 h in the early stage of dermal condensation formation. 86 Hence, active cell reorganization should happen during this process and the cell movement should be non-random. However, the events of dermal condensation have not been captured in high resolution, in terms of spatial rearrangements and time intervals. Time-lapse multiphoton images will greatly enhance our appreciation of this patterning process. Here we show two examples on how it starts to change our understanding of the system. First, dermal condensation used to be considered as centripetal migration of dermal cells toward the center of the condensation. Preliminary data here revealed that there is also a non-random Z axis movement which should be taken into consideration in constructing a model. Second, in the developing skin, birefringence has been thought to be derived from dermal collagen. Analysis of birefringence led to the suggestion that a latticelike system of collagen tracts could have played a guidance role for the alignment and migration of mesenchymal cells during the process of dermal condensation formation. 87 Our observation here showed that these collagens are unorganized at the time of patterning and get organized later when feather buds form. It appears that the collagen becomes excluded from the dense dermal condensates. Therefore, the collagen lattice is the consequence, not the cause of the dermal condensation process. It is the dermal condensations that appear first and instruct collagen matrix formation that feeds back to regulate subsequent organization of the dermis. It is interesting that at the same time fibronectin accumulates within the dermal condensations. 88 What's the possible role of the dynamic rearrangement of extracellular matrix in this process? Our unpublished data (SJL) suggests that fibronectin is able to down regulate Bmp2 and Bmp4 expression in mesenchymal cells. Since Bmp proteins are inhibitors for feather bud formation, the selective down regulation of BMP by fibronectin may help to sharpen the ratio of activator/inhibitors in feather buds against the interbud area. Hence, the dynamic arrangement of extracellular matrix during feather bud formation may have a role in stabilizing the initial feather buds.
Cycling skin appendages as a model for systems biology research
In general, over the past several decades developmental biology took a reductionist approach, by taking the system apart and identifying individual components. While these analytical approaches are insightful in providing clues on what pathways are involved, we now aspire to achieve a holistic understanding of how the whole system works. Systems biology represents the trend to understand the function of a whole system by studying the interactions of its different components. This complexity can be appreciated at molecular, structural, temporal, emergence and algorithmic levels. Through these studies, cycling appendages are argued to be an ideal model for systems biological research. 89 With the ambitious goal of using system biology to understand complexity, we have employed an integrative biology approach that integrates different, complementary disciplines. Based on our molecular data, we have collaborated with mathematical biologists to develop computer simulation models that can describe the system behavior and also identify some molecular bases of model parameters. One model is the periodic patterning behavior in forming spots and stripes based on Turing activator/inhibitor and chemotaxis. 6, 9 The other model is the behavior of the regenerative hair wave. 24 These approaches have been fruitful and indeed bring our understanding of the whole system to a higher level.
To completely understand a system, we need to know its origin and how it is built. Here, we want to know the Evo-Devo of ectodermal organs (Fig. 8A and C) . Since an organism tends to have thousands of hairs or feathers which are individually dispensable, they may be lost or altered without lethal effects. This may provide one path for evolutionary change in hair/feather structures resulting in the acquisition of different functions. Because of the plasticity of the ectodermal organs, we can have variations in lengths and shapes. This variation may provide a small percentage of organisms with an advantage for their particular niche. Natural selection working on those organisms over time may have produced regional specificity. In the last two decades, different fossils of feathered dinosaurs and Mesozoic birds unearthed in the Jehol Biota of China [90] [91] [92] have provided valuable information that inspires our thoughts on how feathers evolved. 90, 93, 94 Indeed, feathers have come a long way in the evolution of ectodermal appendages (Fig. 8) . Through novel molecular pathways and cellular processes (invagination, branching, etc.), localized growth and apoptotic zones 95, 96 work together to sculpt out different forms of skin appendages.
What the Golden Fleece represents is the distilled essence of the principles of morphogenesis that allow ectodermal organs to generate and regenerate a myriad of forms. The pursuit of the Golden Fleece is fruitful as we have already been enlightened by many unexpected new things on the journey. Even if we do not find the ultimate answer, as Denis Duboule says our scientific journey represents ''an intellectual adventure, a trip into ourselves''. 97 While this paper represents the status of a work in progress, using an integrative biology approach, we expect many more fascinating facets of the Golden Fleece will be unraveled from different perspectives. We anticipate that this approach will enable us to gain a holistic understanding of ectodermal organ morphogenesis and regeneration in the years to come.
Materials and methods

Chicken embryos
Chicken embryos for epidermis/dermis recombination and whole mount in situ hybridization were from SPAFAS/Charles River Laboratories and were staged according to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) . 98 Embryonic skin explant culture Embryonic skin from the indicated days were dissected from the body, placed on a culture insert (Falcon, Becton Dickinson) and grown for the indicated time in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum.
Epidermis and dermis recombination
Dorsal skin from E7-E9 and metatarsal skin from E9-E12 were used for epidermis/dermis recombination. Skins were dissected in HBSS. 2XCMF in 0.25% EDTA, pH 7.5 was used to treat the skin for 10 min on ice to separate the epidermis and dermis. The recombined epidermis and dermis were cultured on inserts (Falcon, Becton Dickinson) for 4-6 days in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum.
Whole mount in situ hybridization
Hox RNA probes are from Dr Tabin. 99 Our whole mount in situ hybridization method was performed according to the method of . 100 Paraffin sections (15 mm) were prepared from the whole mount in situ hybridization samples and faintly counterstained with eosin.
Time lapse video microscopy
An E9 chicken skin explant was grown on a culture insert (Falcon, Becton Dickinson) within a culture chamber (SmartSlide, Wafergen) for 17 h. Brightfield images were collected every 15 min with an inverted microscope (Olympus) and assembled into a time lapse movie. Explants were grown in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum plus gentamycin (diluted 1 : 1000). The bottom plate of the culture chamber was set to 37 1C. The cover plate was heated to 37.5 1C to avoid condensation which would obscure our view.
Multiphoton microscopy
Multiphoton microscopy was performed as described. 59 Imaging was performed on E6 and E7 skin explants.
RNA collection
Dorsal feather forming and ventral scale forming skins from embryonic day 7, day 9, and day 11 (E7, E9 and E11) white leghorn embryos were dissected in HBSS. The epithelium and mesenchyme were separated as described above. Total RNA was extracted from the specific tissue types E7 feather forming epithelium and mesenchyme, E9 feather forming epithelium and mesenchyme, E9 scale forming epithelium and mesenchyme, and E11 scale forming epithelium and mesenchyme. Each RNA sample contains five (5) pooled tissues.
Microarray analysis
The chicken RNA samples were probed onto GeneChip Chicken Genome Arrays (Affymetrix). Replicates were performed for each tissue type for a sample size of three (n = 3). The raw data was uploaded into Partek Genomic Suite (PGS) using the .cel files. Robust Multi-chip Analysis for background adjustment, Quantile normalization and Robust Linear Model summarization of raw data were performed using the default mode of PGS. Each of the cluster figures (Fig. 3D and D 0 , 4D and D 0 ) are actually subsets of the same, single, and much larger cluster that is based on the initial normalized (RMA) data and not on differential expression gene lists. The cluster was generated with the Pearson Centered distance metric and Centroid linkage. A 4 way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to detect statistically different gene expression patterns and generate gene lists. The gene lists were uploaded into Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) to examine gene enrichment in pathways and gene ontology. Candidate genes were verified by whole mount in situ hybridization and by qPCR.
Quantitative PCR
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using the Applied Biosciences Power SYBR s Green RNA-to-CTt 1-Step Kit following the manufacturers protocol. Briefly, replicate RNA samples from the microarray assays were aliquoted onto a 96 well plate. The RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase) master mix, QPCR (quantitative) master mix, and dH20 were added to each sample replicate. Primers designed (QuantPrime) for specific genes were added to the samples. 101 The qPCR machine (Stratagene Mx3000p) was programmed with an annealing temperature of 60 degrees for 40 amplification cycles. The threshold cycle (Ct) was used to determine gene expression differences.
